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Features

Getting Started

Time Table

Employee Login

Dashboard

News Management

Student and Parent Login

Courses and Batches

Event Management

Assignment

Settings

Student Attendance

Registration

Student Admission

Examination

Placement

Student Information

User Management

Human Resources

Finance

Ultimate School ERP

D-SMS is not only a student infromation system. It is much more than
that. With its integrated Finance and Human Resource module it can take
care of all the system and process needed to run your organization efficiently.
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User friendliness
Designlabs School Management System (D-SMS) is created to be used. The user interface and
experience is designed while keeping the common man in mind. While studying the existing
softwares we found out that most schools are not using any software (even after paying huge
money) due to the difficult user interface. Our aim was to make anyone with basic knowledge
in computers to be able to use D-SMS on first login without any instructions. If we can believe
the reviews we get everyday, we are successful in achieving this aim.

Modern Web Technologies
SmS is a Web 2.0 software developed on the powerful frame work of Ruby on Rails. It is very
secure, powerful and smart. You can use mobile app of D-SMS in your Android or iPhone
mobile devices. Some smart schools have integrated biometric attendance hardware with SmS
to record the attendance of students and teachers. D-SMS is a web application, which means
you can access and use your fedena installation from anywhere around the world from any
device which has an internet connection and browser.

Easy and Affordable Customizations
We know that all the schools in the world are different from each other in their process and
system. Even two schools nearby geographically will have different way of managing student
and academics. D-SMS can be easily customized to suit your specific needs. Schools in African,
South American and Asian countries are using D-SMS after customizing the basic version. You
can regionalize D-SMS with support for the local language. With lot of Add-on modules which
can be integrated at any time, the power and usability of D-SMS is incomparable.

Brilliant Developers and Amazing Support
DSMS is developed in the labs of Foradian Technologies - The fastest growing technology company from India. With a global vision and focus, foradian develops products and services that
help people realise the power of internet in their day to day activities. Foradian is an official
partner of Canonical and is involved in many opensource project and social initiatives. By
choosing our services, you will get support from the people who developed D-SMS from
scratch. Our detailed documentation and tutorials will help you run your school activities more
efficiently with the help of D-SMS.
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Amazing list of Features and Functionality
D-SMS offers different modules which helps to manage all the system and process of your
institution. Starting from the registration and admission module to dedicated finance and
human resource module, D-SMS is the perfect ERP ever developed for educational institute.
DS-MS offers separate login access for teachers, parents, students and non-teaching staff. It can
be integrated with SMS gateway to receive alerts directly on your phone. Use it to conduct
online examinations and manage your tranportation vehicles. With Fedena the options are
endless.

Wide range of Services and flexible pricing
We provide wide range of services which includes installation, support, training, documentation, hosting and customization of D-SMS. The pricing is highly flexible and affordable. You have
the freedom to host fedena in your server or our server. You have the freedom to install D-SMS
on your own and get support from us. You can also get D-SMS customized by us and then take
care of the hosting yourself.
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